
POL279 International Relation 

Week 10a Lecture Notes  

Why did the cold war end? 

- Both the US and Soviet Union have had major domestic economic problems 

- Relative decline in international power and authority 

- Both sides compelled to move towards cautious cooperation  

- Preserve their global authority  

- Economic cost and implication on domestic economy  

- Implications were visible by 1980s 

- The conflict with allies within spheres of influence  

- US  dramatic increase in maintaining and expanding global interest 

- Post war economic power  

- Revival of eastern Europe and building a military network 

- Large scale spending  

- Direct military intervention, funding etc 

- Large target on the third world  

- Shape economic development agendas 

- Emphasis on building military alliances 

- Expanding defence budget  

- Trillions of dollars  

- High level of military spending meant that US government need to draw funds away from 

domestic economy  

- Costly in terms of low productivity, agriculture, infrastructure 

- US major economic rivals doing opposite. Germany and Japan 

- Domestic taking priority over military 

- US becoming less influential and competitive 

- Economy growing in absolute terms but not in terms of import export 

- Japan in 1980s exporting more industrial goods 

- During the 1980s major trade deficits  

- Moving away from production in US  

- End of cold war national debt around 4 trillion $ 

- Dependant on foreign borrowings 

- US end of 1980s still most powerful economy 

- Countries have finite resources  

- Reality US putting priority to military over economy  

- By end of the cold war around 5 million working for US government 

- 2/3 in defence industry  

- In Soviet Union much greater 

- More decisive factor in seeking end 

- Economy less and less able to compete  

- Incapable of multi production 

-  Much lower economic base post war  

- Building and reviving  

- The domestic economy was suffering as military spending increased  

- Growing support of allies  

- Propping up other states  

- Massive cost of 10 yr war in Afghanistan  
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- Profound negative impact  

- By the time Gorbachev comes into office the economy is not far from collapsing 

- To overcome this Gorbachev launches economic restructuring and opening up the political 

system 

- For economic reform to succeed needed political restructuring  

- The cold war needed to end for Soviets to succeed  

-  Operated on the assumption that he could strengthen economy, reform political system 

whilst maintaining the communist party 

- Conflicts within the alliances 

- Growing challenges within their own blocs 

- Has origins in 1960s  

- Key US allies  developing relationships with the Soviet Union  

- Nixon Kissinger strategy of détente was partly about controlling difficult allies 

- As a means of reasserting control over spheres  

- During the 1970s Soviet saw détente as opportunities to exploit issues in detente allies 

- Washington trying to play China card 

- Kremlins relationship with western Europe growing difficultly 

- 1980s these trends accelerate 

- Not willing to support foreign policy  

- Soviet empire fracturing under demanding greater independence  

 

What and who was responsible for the end? 

- Fact that the cold war ended defined a lot of predictions of most mainstream IR theorist 

- The great powers would not go down without a fight 

- The Reagan Whitehouse took no place in end 

- Gorbachev instead wanted to push this change  

- Reagan approach may have in fact prolonged the conflict rather than ending it  

- Made it more difficult for Gorbachev to strengthen ties with the US  

- Regan administration played important secondary role  

- Engaged Soviet relation  

- Wanting to improve ties  

- These changes within US policy lead Regan to want to improve relations  

- Cold War ended because US ultimately crushed the Soviet Union  

- US prevailed as the build-up and overall tough posture  

- Forced Soviet Union to back down  

- Leading to the implosion of the empire  

- Kremlin was forced to reassess  

- Gorbachev reaction not domestically driven but rather under pressure of the US  

- Bowing to the inevitable  

- The outcome of the cold war was a vindication of US foreign policy  

- Explanation contend that the US did not seek to improve ties  

- The goal was to win the cold war not to resolve it 

- Differing explanations  

- Following the huge arms build up  

- Vindicationist argument 

- Since the cold war ended whilst US policy doesn’t change Gorbachev majorly does 

- No. of response 
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- The emphasis on Soviet expansionism doesn’t look at core fact 

- Expansion never overly great or successful  

- Other soviet allies had major challenges from internal forces 

- Often exccerissied a great deal of caution  

- Vindicationist argument assumes that all behaviours were part of east west argument 

- Does not consider other influences or reasons  

- Vulnerable in terms of exaggerating the super power struggle alone defined the cold war 

- It tends to overstate Soviet strengths and under state soviet weaknesses  

- Assume that the Soviet Union responsible for driving the arms race  

- Moscow kept the cold war going  

- Soviet economy was in very severe condition prior to 1980s  

- Argument of arms race is difficult to sustain  

- Soviet defence spending doesn’t increase during the 1980s  

- Can’t make direct link in Reagan build up and Soviet back  off  

- Debatably assumption that an event that follows another event occurs as a necessary result 

- Because the cold war ended and the Soviet Union collapsed because Reagan pushed up 

spending. This must have caused the end and the collapsed 

- Evidence is limited to support that this is in fact true  

- Correlation and causation 

- Two events could in fact be independent  

- Not to say there are no links  

- Other explanation 

- Long term issues of Soviet economy 

- The political failure of communism  

- The major structural weaknesses  

- The emergence of new generation of Soviet leaders  

- Starting with Gorbachev 

- Gorbachev and supporters acknowledged communism wasn’t working at home or abroad  

- New innovative leadership  

- Growing acceptance for perusing a non-confrontational approach  

- Realisation that there was a cooperative need 

- Cold war ended in large measure because Gorbachev wanted it to end  

- Both domestic and foreign policy challenged core assumptions that US had built on  

- In regards to eastern Europe wasn’t US playing any role  

- It was the eastern Europeans themselves 

- Had nothing to do with this  

- No one within the US government expected that the administration policy would see this as 

the result  

- Real failure to anticipate the Soviet decisions 

- Did not predict that this was the way it was going to progress  

- Domestic pressure played a role in Regan administration in push for cooperation 

- Support of anti-communist crusade had decreased significantly 

- Increased military spending not overly supported  

- Sharp decline in public fear of Soviet threat  

- Begins to abandon hard line policy  

- As a result of this shift in opinion administration moving away from very anti Soviet 

approach  

- One could still argue that US policy does contribute to the end of the cold war  


